Hoquat Hobbies
PO Box 753
Greenbrook, NJ 08812
.
Spring 2008 Newsletter:
We are working to get our web pages updated to include new items and to update for
price increases by several manufacturers. If we have something in this newsletter, or in
our catalog that you want, please feel free to put those items in the comments section on
your internet orders. We have some, but not all prices updated. Until we get the prices
updated , there are quite a few items that are below current market price. Until we get the
prices changed, we will continue to sell internet orders at the prices listed on the site.
Current store hours are Wednesday 10AM-3PM, Friday 1PM-6PM and Saturday 9AMnoon. Give us a call (732) 752) 0707.
New Items:
American Models:
Back in stock:
Heavy weight passenger cars: New York Central and Lackawanna cars are available
again. $319.95 for the 5 car set, extra coaches $64.95 each
Budd passenger cars: Burlington and Santa Fe (silver) sets are available $319.95 for the
four car sets. Additional coaches for Santa Fe are $83.95, additional coaches for
Burlington are currently on sale for $49.95.
American Models has also discovered some old smooth side light weight passenger car
kits. Most are undecorated, some are painted but not lettered. Coaches do not have the
window inserts. Coaches are $46.95, other cars with window inserts are $49.95
Des Plaines Hobbies
Steel refrigerator and Gunderson stack cars have arrived. or any ACF hopper for $250
(normal retail $269.88). Order any twelve ACF hoppers or steel refrigerator cars for$485.
Order any 3 Gunderson cars for $44.98 each and get any six containers for $20.00 each.
A note for AF operators on the Gunderson cars: the cars come with body mounted
couplers that will not allow the cars to negotiate a 20” radius (i.e. AF) curve. We can
modify the cars to correct this for people who request it. Also, the lower container will
need to be trimmed on the bottom on each end, because the flanges of the high rail wheel
sets will hit the end of the containers when they pivot.
Grand River Models
Grand River’s first entry into S is now in: Greg’s Grocery - $119.95
Pine Canyon Scale Models
Back Alley 4 is now in stock for $129.00.

Ragg’s to Riches
These kits have been in production for awhile, but we have just gotten some in for the
first time. This are laser cut craftsman style wood kits:
Aladdin General Store: $155, General Store details $30, Brunswick Saloon $155
Telluride Baths $80, DSH Foreman’s House $95, Telluride F.D. Works $155,
Ouray Depot $185, Ouray Engine House $135, Placerville Depot $135.
S Helper Service
Just in from S Helper Service, a new run of double sheathed box cars @$42.95.
AT&SF: 2 Numbers - #01885 and #01886 (get both, plus our limited run AT&SF reefer
for $125.)
CB&Q: 2 numbers - #01887 and #01888
NKP: 4 numbers - #01891, #01892, #01893, and #01894 (get all 4 for $160.00)
NWP: 3 numbers – 01896, #01897 and #01898 (all three for $120)
(these cars were run in very limited quantities, & should sell out quickly)
Other specials: any four of the Fall 2007 single sheathed box cars (B&O, CNJ, RF&P,
PRR and MEC, all released in 2 different #’s) $160.00
New reefers expected in late May!!
S Helper limited items: FA-3/FB sets, w/locomatic sound Burlington and Lackawanna,
and New York Central, one each, brand new $499.95. (If you don’t want the 10 button
controller that comes with the set, we’ll sell for $450.00).
F3 B&O ABA set, used, DC scale (refurbished at S Helper service) -$475.00
Smokey Mountain Model Works
Central of Georgia ventilated box car kits are now in $70.00. SMMW has also listed in
next two projects: a Southern 41’ 6” flat car and a Southern silver side coal gondola. No
arrival date or price announced yet.
HO stuff: the 2008 Walthers catalog is a source of lot of neat stuff useable in S. We have
the catalog in stock for $7.50. We’ve also listed a few of the classic HO kits usable in S
in our catalog. Anything else you see in the catalog, we can order for you.
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